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Datalogging Procedures 

 

Datalogging is one of the most powerful features offered by the TCU.  It allows 
you to record transmission behavior and engine behavior for later viewing and 
analysis or to email to Silver Sport Customer Service for diagnosis of 
performance problems. The extra analog and digital inputs offered by the TCU 
also allows the TCU to be used as a general datalogging device for any other 
vehicle functions you may wish to record.   
 
 

Do not attempt to operate your laptop PC and run the KE software while 
driving a vehicle.  Operation of any vehicle while using a laptop PC is not 
recommended or encouraged.  It is recommended that you have an 
assistant drive vehicle while you are performing datalogging to record 
transmission performance data.   

 
 
To begin recording a datalog, do the following: 
 

1. The TCU power must be on and must be communicating online with 
your computer. 

 
2. Go to the Communications pull down/explorer folder and click Monitor 

or use hot key <CTRL-M> and the monitor screen will appear. 
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 The monitor screen displays an analog gauge format, real time view of 
some of the functions actively monitored by the TCU.  The gauge units and 
increments may be changed with the setup button available when the monitor 
screen is open.  Also shown is the optional “Watch Channel” gauge display for 
TPS channel.  The larger gauge display window is handy when watching the 
%TPS reading while driving – especially during bright sunny day. 
 

Some of the functions actively monitored by the TCU include: 
 Battery Voltage 
 Transmission Temperature 
 Engine RPM (If equipped with tach signal) 
 Vehicle Speed 
 Brake ON 
 CAL A (No indicator) vs CAL B modes 
 TPS position (0 to 100%) 
 Shift Lever position is shown in the PRND321 window.  The actual TCU 

controlled transmission gear is shown in green font in the small window 
under the indicator. 

 TCC Lock-Up ON is indicated when the small TCC circle is illuminated 
red. 

 

Press on the accelerator to view the monitor gauge needle display changes in 
engine RPM and TPS position to be sure the monitor function is operating 
properly.  NOTE: If TPS needle position does not move to 100% when 
accelerator pedal is fully depressed, refer to TCU Installation Instruction Manual 
to verify proper installation and adjustment. 
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3. Go to the Datalog pull down/explorer menu.  Double click the Start 

Logging menu selection.  
 

 
 
4. A pop-up window will appear with the option to “Start Logging” or 

“Specify New Default Location”.  For your initial datalog session, Click 
on “Specify New Default Location”.  
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5. Save the new datalog files default location to: 
 C:\Program Files\Keisler\Datalog\Datalogs or any other folder location. 

 

 
 

6. Click on the “Start Logging” button. When prompted, choose a file 
name and location for your datalog.  You will want to choose a 
descriptive name including the time, date, and/or application of your 
datalog.   
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7. Once you have chosen a file name and folder location, prepare to shift 
into gear and start your driving session, then click Save or press Enter.   
The software on your computer will immediately begin datalogging.  
You may view the transmission behavior during the datalogging 
session through the monitor screen while continuing to datalog.  

 
 

  
8. When you have completed your datalog, you click on the “Stop 

Logging” button or use the hot key <Ctrl-D>. 
 

 
 

9.  This will complete your datalogging session and save your datalog file 
to the location you specified.  
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To view a datalog, do the following: 
  

1. Datalogs may be viewed with the Datalog Viewer software, Microsoft 
Excel or any other program that can handle the tab delimited values 
contained in the datalog.  The Datalog Viewer software offers a much 
stronger set of capabilities and datalogging viewing options.  Datalog 
files use the file extension .TLG which is associated with the Datalog 
Viewer Software; however this does not prevent users from opening 
the same file in Microsoft Excel. 

 
2. To use the Datalog Viewer software, go to the datalog pull 

down/explorer folder.  Double click the View menu selection.  
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3.  If you know the location of the datalog file, you may also open this file 
directly, which will automatically start the Datalog Viewer software. 

 
4. If the Datalog Viewer software is not being opened with a file, a blank 

screen will appear.  Click the “load” button or go to File-> Open.  
Choose the file location and name and click Open or hit Enter. 

 
5. Select the main taskbar icon “Limits” to modify displayed ranges for a 

consistent view for better interpretation and comparison of the graphed 
results.  Set the TPS Max Value to 100 and the Gear Position Lever 
Min Value to 0; Max Value to 4.  You might also want to change the 
TCU.VSS (MPH) Max value to a consistent value such as 60, 70 or 80. 

 
6. Initially, your datalog will appear in a blank screen graph view.  To 

begin viewing the data, click in the boxes next to the data fields you 
wish to see near the top of the screen.  You may view this data in a 
tabular view by clicking the table view button on the icon menu.   
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There are many datalog data fields available for graphing that have no 
significance for the A41 transmission.  
  
The following data fields are useful for your viewing analysis: 

 RPM (if tach signal equipped) 
 TPS 
 VSS (MPH speed) 
 Desired Gear (lever position) 
 Current Gear (actual transmission selection) 
 TCC Duty (torque converter clutch lock=100) 
 Turbine Speed (close approx. to engine RPM) 
 Torque Converter Slip%, 
 Fluid Temp (transmission) 
 Battery Voltage 
 Digital Input 4 (brake) 
 Digital Input 5 (CAL A vs CAL B) 
 Wide Open Throttle 

 
 
Vehicle Slip% and Transmission Slip% data are not available unless special 
speed sensors are installed and their input lines connected to the TCU. 

 
Shown below is typical example of datalog results collected for the 
TEST1_NORMALDRIVE diagnostic test as described in the next section, 
with yellow labels overlaid on graph to highlight the “TCU Current Gear” 
data field values (actual engaged gear) as the transmission Upshifts thru 
all the gears up to vehicle maximum speed of 63.3 MPH for this run. 
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7. Several zooming options are available by right clicking your mouse 

button.  You may zoom in by clicking on a beginning time and an 
ending time for your graph selection.  You may also choose to view all 
the data, zoom to a percentage, or zoom to a particular time period. 

 
8. You may load another datalog into the Datalog Viewer at any time by 

selecting File Open from the main menu.  You can also display multiple 
datalog files on a single screen display window to make comparison of 
results easier to visualize. 

 

1ST GEAR 

2ND GEAR 

3RD GEAR 

4TH GEAR 
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9. The graphical display background color can be changed as shown in 
this example of a datalog recorded for the diagnostic Test#4 (using 
manual shifting only).  Selecting the “Pedals” icon from main taskbar 
and assigning it the TPS value, you can actually see a representation 
of your foot operating the gas pedal during the datalogged test 
session. 

 
10. To more easily interpret graphical results, place cursor on the red 

vertical bar (located by default at time = 0 sec) and drag the bar toward 
the right over the graphed results.  In this example, the red vertical bar 
has been placed at the timescale value of 35 sec into the datalog.  The 
data field values at the 35 sec time are then displayed in the left hand 
table under the Value heading (i.e. TPS Value is 30%).   To make 
graphical results consistent, it is suggested that you select the “Limits” 
icon from the main taskbar and set MAX graph values to a 
predetermined value (i.e. TPS MAX =100%, TCC Duty Cycle to 100%, 
Lever Position MIN=0, Current Gear MIN=0, Desired Gear MIN=0, 
etc.). 
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Datalogging - Standard A41 Diagnostic Test Schedule 

 
To perform the standard series of diagnostic drive tests required for the Silver 
Sport engineers to be able to evaluate the performance of your installed A41 
system, perform the following (4) tests with datalog recording.  
  
Additional tests may also be required depending upon the troubleshooting 
symptoms exhibited by your A41. 
 

1) TEST#1  Normal Drive / Coast 
Begin first test and save datalog file under name “TEST1_NORMAL 
DRIVE”. From stopped and at rest position, click On the START 
DATALOGGING button with transmission selector in PARK or N 
position, shift into DRIVE and accelerate normally with light to medium 
throttle (25 - 50% TPS) up thru all gear shifts until the A41 shifts into 
4th gear (greater than 55 MPH) and hold for 5 to 10 seconds, lift foot 
from accelerator pedal to release throttle (0% TPS), and allow vehicle 
to coast down to less than 55 MPH, then apply brake gradually 
allowing the transmission to downshift normally until vehicle speed is 
less than 35 MPH.  Apply brake and slow vehicle to a stop.   

 Return shift selector to PARK position and then click on the STOP 
DATALOGGING button to end the first test. 

 
 
2) TEST#2  Hard Drive / Coast 

Same as test 1 with datalog file name “TEST2_HARD DRIVE” – except 
accelerate from stop with aggressive throttle (50% or greater TPS).  
Return shift selector to PARK position and then click on the STOP 
DATALOGGING button to end the second test. 
 

 
3) TEST#3  3rd Gear with Brake 

Begin third test and save datalog file under name “TEST3_3RD 
GEAR”. From stopped and at rest position, click on the START 
DATALOGGING button with transmission selector in PARK or N 
position, shift into 3RD GEAR and accelerate normally with medium 
throttle up thru all gear shifts until the A41 shifts into 3rd gear up to 55 
MPH, hold for 5 to 10 seconds, then release throttle and allow vehicle 
to coast down to less than 35 MPH, then apply brake and slow vehicle 
to a stop.     

 Return shift selector to PARK position and then click on the STOP 
DATALOGGING button to end the third test. 
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4) TEST#4  Manual Shifting UP and DOWN 

Begin fourth test and save datalog file under name “TEST4_MANUAL 
SHIFTING”. From stopped and at rest position, click on the START 
DATALOGGING button with transmission selector in PARK or N 
position, and do the following: 
a) shift into 1ST GEAR and accelerate normally with medium throttle 

up to 20 MPH,  
b) then shift into 2ND GEAR and accelerate normally with medium 

throttle up to 35 MPH, 
c) then shift into 3RD GEAR and accelerate normally with medium 

throttle up to 50 MPH.  Do NOT shift into Drive (4TH  gear). 
d) Hold for 5 to 10 seconds, then lift foot from throttle, allow vehicle to 

coast to less than 45 MPH and shift into 2ND GEAR, then coast 
down to 20 MPH,  

e) continuing to coast at no throttle, shift into 1ST GEAR and coast 
down to 10 MPH, 

f) then apply brake and gradually brake to a stop.   
 Return shift selector to PARK position and then click on the STOP 

DATALOGGING button to end the fourth test. 
 

 
Use Datalog Viewer software to view test results and determine if data has been 
collected. 
 
 
 
To send these datalog files to Silver Sport Transmissions for analysis, do the 
following: 
  

1. Attach datalog files to an email. 
2. Send to the following email address: 
 
 customerservice@shiftsst.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


